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PARCEL

Submissions & Queries

A great Parcel of Earth is every Year carried into the Sea.

PARCEL is a non-profit online journal that publishes innovative poetry, prose, artwork, essays, and 
reviews. Long poems, collaborations and works from a series are especially welcome. 

To be considered send up to 10 pages of poetry or prose to:

Parcel
c/o Andrea Rexilius

2174 S. Grant St.
Denver, Co 80210

or submit by email at editor@parceljournal.org. Please include SUBMISSION in the subject line.

Submissions are read year-round. New parcels will appear every 4 months at www.parceljournal.org.
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FEATURED ARTISTS / NOAH SATERSTROM & WILLIAM CLEMENTS

Memory[Memory]

Memory[Memory] is the result of a commission by the building company, Morris and Spottiswood of 
Glasgow, Scotland.  Eight members of the company agreed to participate in an interview about their 
earliest memories.  The imagery in the interviews was compiled as an anonymous list.  Working from 
this list, I made 100 paintings on mylar.  These paintings were then burned onto screens which I, and 
printer William Clements, used to generate ten related, but not identical, portfolios of screen prints. 
The project also resulted in an installation of screen prints on aluminum at the Lodging House Mission 
in Glasgow, Scotland.  More information on the project may be found at www.noahsaterstrom.com.

Images on pages: 6, 14, 27, 35, 51, 65, 74, 86, 95, 105, 114
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Meg Barboza

Metanarrative: Hypotheses Non Fingo

We’re tragic.  We’re crowding 
the airspace, we’re crashing
our planes.

Now we’re lost, pummeled
in avalanches
nameless out West.

We hold out 
but hope depends
on the plot as reported 

in the news.  The snow doesn’t 
show on the map except in tiny grids 
shaded, lightly, grey.

Yes, you must learn to read them.
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Meg Barboza

Metanarrative: Platonic Forms

Let us agree on traffic lights and liquor; punishment 

above all else.  The edible.  Coquettish 

Spring.  The genitalia of both sexes reified in art  

and fire.  I took the alphabet out 

again to begin this: annotate, annotate. 

We say that “it” is “lost” 

in the translation; I can eat 

glass and it doesn’t hurt me.

A grievance supplies its succor, ibid.
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Meg Barboza

Testimony

I.

I attest that if there were letters, I saved 
them.  If there were paintings, I stole them.
And logged them meticulously
in the party’s favor.  Oh, Antiquities. 

Were these not received along with the velvet 
pouch of coins? And the map of our world 
at that time?  Am I not the remaining 
witness?  Bearing a jewel-hilted mouth?

If I attest, I atone: build the memorial of 
sundry citizens, investigate complaints 
lodged in the day and sleep without knowing  
sleep comes.

But some final words about the diaries: pure fakes:
can you believe that 
gyp or how powerful one’s desire is
to believe or comprehend, 
to revive or retrieve
the lost; paper that would survive 
a Dresden fire; that Hitler
would have painted watercolors.

Perhaps.

II.

But that’s what you get, that’s just what you get if you don’t
dedicate yourself to absolute historical certainty, 
which is why I recall everything I possibly can:

Who collapsed outright?
Who said, I am of them that furthest come behind?

Who boot the car & ticket?
Who palm my head? 
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How the king was deceived 
on his way to safety
(his face on the coin of the kingdom)
Who let me down?  Gently.
Who had the dream where I outfoxed the fox?
(Was it was me?)

The women who will play me
in the movie of my life

Who toilet papered
the house across the street, now
mock-blossom-clingy and dew?

And I once was adorned, too,
I was adorned, I was adorned
and once arriving.  
Remember?
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Meg Barboza

Eclogue: a discription of this place to [follow?]*

And what if we make it to the valley with half our oxen and only a few 

bullets but no dollars at all? What of the insufferably 

hot nights, out there all flat and thick as hell? Days we stopped 

every few hours to hunt and had nothing to carry but our gathering 

of buffalo chips because there was not always wood and fire wants 

something. Or often taking apart the tree to build 

the wagon again; saving the nails when the wagon burnt down 

and building the wagon again. In the dark, I still smell the oxen on your neck. I hear

them cry when you’re asleep. And again, howling on the ridge coming

closer. The river cut me to the quick; all we lost. Like we were not 

there or ever had been.

What did we win –this paradise all pines, all lull in the lush.

What echo followed us? Filling our kegs at one unknown crossing I told you
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the Westernmost ocean sounds just like the grass out here in the wind, just hush & 

hushing, and when these frail shadows we inhabit now 

take leave of our bodies, I will abide with you still.

*The journals of Meriwether Lewis, August 1803
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Meg Barboza

Map of the Known World or How Melville’s Ishmael Got His Name

i.

sheer size vs. cunning

tread water—all the waves:

light on and through I’ve seen;

over and down for fathoms

then dark—

pull the whole ocean into

the heart: ponderous

weight buoy: body in the

water in the mouth-

choke  gullet:  the gulls’ noise…

how (now) fathom self? body 

of water name nomen-

clatured: mappemunde—mark me 

set a course; call it once only;  tread

use only one name  use both arms 

condense

ii.

only one ocean

then the theory 

of the landmass: the natural movement

of the earth  rising  ascension 

vs.  gravity  then migration.  

then a sudden melting until

the melting could thus be 

crossed—many lands mapped

between only one ocean—we 

literally (scientifically) came up out of

the water  then sailed over it 

to not drown 

surrounded

bring it in toward the heart  

the anchor we cannot possibly fathom.
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Steffen Brown

From Order of Older Lower

(0)

this Order has 
the last flowers spread
however irregular

fruit is a berry
plants are trees or
fruit is a berry

plants are trees or
are examples 
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Characteristics of Order

plants are
inflorescence

O the order is the Order
my lord
and the florets spiny
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Doubling

“doubling” must be known
as doubling

a double Daisy is 
dysfunction a

Bluebell

a Hare Bell

the Order
bell-shaped
flowers five inferior fruit

this is a small tree or
a neighborhood of streams 
flowering before leaves

this is a bold blood 
working or
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Sun

Sun is an erect annual
six inches high
a pain in my side
common weed with leaves

this is a tall tree or
a neighborhood of streams
several stamens
dwarf shoots
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Characteristics of the Order

common man covered
underneath hairs and
rather large or
rather short imperfect
very short
and base

that is all

man 
covered behind
long hairs
consists of 
an imperfect cell
and one-celled contains
numerous seeds
covered by hairs

some specimens are 
more numerous or
various as 

Willow

Poplar or

Aspen

this order
a plant or

a puzzle

stuck beside itself
when sensing
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Characteristics of Order

flowers are arranged in argument

plants are free to feel the pull

man reduced to scale as

please
                  come calling

come

the median is developed or

broken through and
made anew
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Description of the Typical

the simplest known
from the gutters we shall
find a drop round
green bodies each of these
perfect as far as it goes
with life reduced 
to the simplest possible terms
a small round mass
like substance
only living substance
there is plant
and animal all alike
all food and waste material
and colourless 
though may be coloured
by a variety 
of colouring matters as
called nucleus found
surrounded by probability
swimming from view
unless followed or
iodine added to structure
like restless forms rounded
stained green
there is clear vibration

water like oars
moves about with great rapidity
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Morphology

the highest power
is found to consist
a great number

a drop
each single cell
a little mass
surrounded by cell-wall
colourless in the middle
of a clear space

a nucleus staining
struggles from shape
to shape
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Habitat

we are familiar 
who constantly fall to the floor
to feel dirt
to see sand

to hear the incessant hum

all of us alike

focus consists of many thousands
going to form one

not all alike at the end
more advanced than any prior or

regular tissue detailed and
following form
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Reproduction

the naked eye be swollen
marked all over by pin-pricks
where be the openings of hollows
lined by projecting hairs
and others
small masses put out
set free and drift
and one or more begins to divide
bringing a new
complete cycle

the process is essentially very clear and perfect

to unite fully developed 
and different

notice that this is also 
only reproduction

notice a certain amount of labour here
for purpose of protection

for pebbling
what is near
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Practical Work

is it possible
to use fresh material

to examine a dissolved spirit or
prepare midrib
wings
air-bladders etc.

to prepare successive ages 
with fresh material
in winter or
early spring inland

proceed as follows

expose the reproductive organs
to the naked eye

work through pricks of the pen
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(1)

no one has written or heard
since the end

baseball season begun
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Bruce Covey

Typography’s Vestige

Not just the core but the tips of its petals
The one that gathers the one that gathers it
Gathers, coalescing from the sparsest of sketches
Or the one in which every and implies a predicate—
Static’s prickly community behind glass—
Partly a channel & partly a volume
A cup, a teaspoon, an ounce

The window shatters from the point of impact out—
It’s a sun!—crackling its maze, its web of 
Sharp, arbitrary orbits—either way the ice 
Gives way & the skaters fall under
But make love in the freezing water—in which 
Every motion slows & matters

The first time I felt compelled to swoop
It was a quarter to four—the most 
Meticulous snowflake—light’s morse code—
The pitter patter of rays, broken yet
Sequential, a thermos full of each 
& every intersection

Or more, dramatically, my hands guiding your hips

The time we pressed together through

Impressing letters upon the paper
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Bruce Covey

Type

Leave question three blank
A soda waiting to happen—password?

For the cleverest survey—what letters  yr personality really subdivides into

Pie or squares, many pretties, a launch pad, etcetera
Vacant stain, you cross a track upon the commitment of the train
For allergies do appeal—One for every petal, a couple designated for sainthood 
To the right of the vestibule & underneath the holy water

The little teddy you dropped, wrapped in a blanket
& underneath, more water, a stream
Carefully calculated to sweep but not to drown

& four scores tacked on the wall:  lately, too late

Fine teeth to envelop Edward, a masthead in Garamond
& five more fine print couples sectioned by positive/negative/velocity & location

What I want from this letter—Maybe every combination of letters will help
The thought of your feet toasting by the fireplace while everything else seeps
It’s below the plate

& reflected in this significant cereal:
Yr vehicle that ultimately runs itself over 
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Olivia Cronk

Lady’s Afternoon

His crowny veil and dress of darling twinkle
the ricepaper of him, how it fl ickers black & white
a ghosty skin over the whole, whole world.
I’ve seen the cheap fleur-de-lis shanties
he knocks for. I’ve seen
his dark nylon sock
perched on the ottoman,
the light he casts
through a keyhole,
through the rubbed-thin edge of a hem.
He is no sage, friend,
he is whistling now,
I hear him whistling just now.
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Olivia Cronk

Knife-face Humming

Then I am in the room.
Then I am drowning in a curtain.

My morbid, awful dying in clean boots.
Nostalgia
for teeth clattering out
on porcelain school floors,
yes, the skinnish, private
pudding of it.

This pleather strap
and this crone
in her quilted smocks,
girdling the lawn—

I am terrible—
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Olivia Cronk

A shadow no one spits

There is the wide stone water.
There is my own terror.
The seahorse of all this
is hacking yellow
a dry lung.
& I think you will find
the vandal’s kept key,
in his aching maw.
I am not nervous from here, no,
my man, I am not even a mouse’s gape.
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Olivia Cronk

In the Guest Shed

For blushing
the chairs fill with bile and plywood cowmaids.
I catch a grasp of hat pins and—
sweep!—
At peeling birch 
with the forest’s doll,
the animals
cry in broken cups of tea;
they are snow.
They are a dwarf
in a mayonnaise hat.
Have a beauty edge,
one. A little squawk of it, at least?
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Olivia Cronk

A Nearest Nod

If you pull the skin of my thought
to say,

dear, dear, mare

there’ll be a nice yellow baby summer of a ceremony.

There’ll be a couple of slims in it for you.
Those fields don’t have no feel for
how to shame the spiders.
How I am here in glitter
here with Christmas’ cardboard tavern decorations.
Matching shoes. A phony scroll.
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Richard Froude

Apologies for the Tin Man: An Essay on Hybridity

The transhuman, a hybrid: a point on the journey from human to posthuman. Which was where the 
Tin Man froze, waiting for anyone to oil his joints. As luck would have it, a scarecrow and a girl from 
Kansas but everyone knows this is bullshit. Luck is for the movies. 

The transhuman, the posthuman: the linguistic identification of the species is prefi xed intimating 
modification. In revision, the story of the Tin Man frozen on its journey from text to posttext, a hybrid, 
something I wouldn’t understand. 

# # #

The posttext: the text that survives the death of language, a term received from Barthes. 
The death of language has a green face and dresses in fl owing black. Surviving the death of language  
may be as simple as throwing water on burning straw. Saving one’s species from extinction may be as 
simple as telling stories. Evolution itself is a narrative process. After all, to a mermaid, drowning is the 
punch line to a joke nobody remembers. 

The hybrid can inherit genetic qualities that neither parent expresses in a pure species. See, for 
example, the liger: size in excess of both lion and tiger; unlike her parents, she enjoys swimming. The 
posttext, too, is a keen swimmer. As life crawled originally from the oceans, so the posttext returns to 
water.

# # #

The liquid text. 
The state between solid and gas. 
In chemistry, the state bypassed in sublimation: so, a gap in logical progression. 
But a gap in logic allowed for by science. 

# # #

In the movie, it was water that froze the Tin Man. That is, it was rain, falling on his tin joints causing 
them to rust and wait. But tin does not rust. And that was not a Tin Man. That was just a man in a suit 
with a funnel on his head. A flesh man in costume. 

Hybridity is not a costume, for the human or the text. The hybrid text is a naked text (as the Tin Man is 
naked, covering his modesty with a well placed axe.)

# # #

I am half English and half Welsh. That means that in England they don’t like me because I’m Welsh 
and in Wales they don’t like me because I’m English. In America, the hybrid of hybrid nations, most of 
the time they don’t know the difference. This is the third time I’ve written about the Tin Man.
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There are two bridges that connect England and Wales. And I used to think of hybridity as a 
bridge, as the overlap or commonality between discrete bodies, then as the name for this unnamable, 
presupposing of course that everything I encountered could be named, could be known.

My name is Richard and I am a Tin Man. I was born in London to Welsh parents. Now I live in 
America but I will follow you anywhere if you promise a heart that really ticks. 

# # #

There are several nativities of the Tin Man. In the first he is a cyborg, enhanced by the introduction of 
artifice. In another he is a hybrot: a harmony of the mechanic and organic. He is constructed as such, 
unlike the movies in which synthetic additions are necessary repairs. The difference lies is the possibility 
of evolution. The text, as species, retains this possibility. The text, as product, only rusts.

(Hybrots are routinely constructed using rat neurons. Usually, when separated from the body these 
neurons expire within minutes. Using a sealed dish culture system, a hybrot may live for as long as two 
years. Likewise, the flightless text cannot sprout wings.)

The third is a love story set inside a hall of mirrors. The mingling here deliberately confuses identity. 
Although damaged, the image remains whole, as the Tin Man remains alive without flesh, as the text 
sheds form, sheds clothing. This is love borrowed from conjugal visit trailers. An affair between a Tin 
Man and a mermaid. The posttext as the resultant bastard.

# # #

The Tin Man had a name. It was Nick Chopper, and he became Emporer of the Winkies. He had 
another name. It was Jack Haley, and he had a son who married Liza Minelli. And he had another 
name. It was Hickory, and he worked on a farm in Kansas. Liza Minelli was Dorothy Gale’s daughter. 
Dorothy Gale, whose name was Judy Garland.

The posttext has divorced naming. The hybrid is the offspring that can be known and not named. The 
hybrid inhabits the space between screen and projector, where fiction and the listener overlap. It 
reproduces there and marries and spits names at burning straw. It makes a whore of narrative, forgets 
the joke but remembers the punch line.

# # #

The posttext is the divine text. The transtext (the hybrid text) suggests a proximity to God. God is a 
name for the perfect American book. The book of God is written to adapt, to permeate, to ripple. The 
text of this book is in constant motion, which is how a text exists in water. A text that claims to, of 
course, by definition cannot.

The hybrid appropriates this motion, assumes the properties of fluid. It creates an illusion of fl ux 
through shifting paradigms. It is a magician, a conjurer, and a thief. It hides behind a curtain and offers 
trinkets to visitors. But these are more than trinkets: the hybrid manipulates their context. It warps 
reflections to point to new realities. It will hand you a medal, a pocket watch, a scroll and will unfold 
from your perception of these objects. It will carry you to the river, and swim with what you know.
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# # #

I travel on foot. The Tin Man rides a liger. We are paying Liza Minelli a conjugal visit. The hybrid 
suggests mismatch as the thoroughbred suggests incest. She has rolled her trailer to the water’s edge.

This is our journey toward the posthuman. The place where thought is intimate but already forgotten: a 
place of waking. We descend the trench created where the text folds, where the death of language can 
be glimpsed. The refuse that collects here. The real muck of becoming. The hybrid thrives in this 
obscenity.

Creating such a hybrid can be as simple as telling stories. Extinction is the exponential function of 
death. There are two bridges that connect the human and God. I used to dream of myself as a bridge,  
an overlap. Now I dream of myself as water.

# # #

The hybrid is the transitory form. That is, it is always traveling and will never arrive. This is congruent 
with certain depictions of hell, but hybridity is not a punishment. Nor is it a destination or target.

How do I resolve the text that cannot be resolved? This is an exercise in reaching out to something that 
as reflex moves further away. I mean, touching something (a text) that cannot be touched with language. 
The dangling carrot. The created rock even God cannot crumble. Not a punishment or destination, but 
a temptation? A reaction to temptation.

How did he resist this seduction? He severed his limbs and replaced them with tin: in chemistry, a poor 
metal, or post-transition metal. And this is resistance? No. It is surrender. It is an attempt at survival, 
resigned to mutation.

# # #

The transhuman, a hybrid: a point on the journey from human to posthuman. The liquid text made 
flesh. How can I provide answers when the nature of this text is to question?

I have a destination in mind: fathering the hybrid children of Liza Minelli. We will live in her trailer, 
build bridges to connect Kansas and London, befriend mermaids and ligers and replace our bodies 
with water. This will be my evolution, with no place for you, Tin Man. My seduction, as absurd as it is 
strangely comforting. 

There is no specific point at which the form mutates, as you are a specific point and your text marks you 
here. To know you I must leave you behind: to be found by a scarecrow and a girl from Kansas, to stand 
in the forest and rust.

This evolution, comforting in that it will never arrive.
The posttext, like God, is by definition unattainable.
A gap in logic allowed for by science.
As liquid, we survive by freezing and waiting.
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Come, Salvage

Claire Hero
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Send the hunters powder and lead if you will, but
for the sake of peace let them kill, skin, and sell

until the buffalo are exterminated. Then your prairies
can be covered with cattle and the cowboy, who follows

the hunter as a second forerunner of an advanced
civilization.

—GENERAL PHIL SHERIDAN, to the Texas Legislature (1875)

.

My family’s always been in meat.

—THE HITCHHIKER, in The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974)
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CITY WITH THE BONE STILL ATTACHED:
this
is our nature:

something lying in the grass,
shedding on one side—

A murder of fl ies.  Grubs in the hide.

(Chicago
once a jungle

That was in the time
of the grasses, the time
before the cattlebeasts

now: the dark stall.  now: who-will-feed-you.)

Out of the cavity 
of hair & rib
out of the swamp
of fi lchblood

Something rises

eyestalk: 
    :skyscraper
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            .  .  .  .  .  .  .     

Come, Salvage,
steal inside 
this brain
cave

     Crackbone rides

.

through afterpastures
where the white meat lives

where the moon gnaws off
its daytrapped limb 
& limps across the night sky.

He can tear it off with his eyeteeth.

The entrails of the West stink
in his tracks

& when the hunger crawls
out of the city
to suck the beef from off our bones
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his campfire is the only bright spot

& he, his belt full of knives, bids us come—

.

It meated in him.  It devilled
in the very egg.  Bloodsmoked, 

he roams.  There are cow-boys,
& cowboys.  Where once his lullaby
would put a herd to sleep, now—

horns break off, legs crumple like matches.

Animals he takes apart
like toys—heart & liver,

breast & rib & chop.

Can carve a brute Creature
out of grass, a Country out of chop, & clot.

He knows what the meat wants.
He bears his Master’s brand.

.
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Quartered & hung
from four trees

‘in swamped’

(later, someone stole
his jawbone)

‘meat 
inhabiting

Is the animal

bleeding through

a space
written through

Skin is      hide
the wall
of the Castle
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Cut out her tongue
‘the poor creature’

‘forc’t to be 
Silent’

to the people
the wilderness’

at the center
or the margin
the cracks

to be ‘skinning them
or on all over aliv’

or vellum

the wounds the only
chance to be

found in print
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.

Popping all over the prairie:
guns, champagne

Acres blanketed in hides

We tie on our meat shoes
so we can retrace our steps,
nothing will eat us

& the caravans broken 
by the ‘white harvest’

$8 a ton:
    knife handles, glue

Tell us: where can we sell
this treasure, what is a tree?

Tell us: what drives the sun 
across the prairie, what fills 
our plates?

Salvage, 
arms full of bones,
why gather the roaming?

The bone trade won’t save you.

The machine turns best
on buffalo belts.
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Out of the great stacks
of ribs, a city
& in the winter: plenty

.

Beef madness swept through
the towns, & left them
deserted of all but grass—

& grass is gold.

We pioneered, meatseeds 
nettled in our hides

sharp points around the smooth wire: 
the ‘devil’s hatband’

connective tissue

Land rendered down into nerve & muscle
into dung into fat
O feedlot

.
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Crackbone, I too was hungry.

My mouth was a saddle.
My hunger a horse on the prairie,

my hunger the water & turf.       
A pesticide, a cloud of fl ies.

& the animal was no longer animal:

something standing in the dust,
shedding on one side—

.

Tie on your longhorns
so you can cut through the wires,
nothing will eat you.

Those wolves?
Mother will suckle, & they’ll sleep
in her womb, 
nothing will eat you.

The animal is no longer
animal.
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      .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Under the city
the once-were still sleep.

When they awaken,
the real tale will begin.
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NOTES:

Salvage is an archaic spelling of savage.  The word is used here in both its 
early and its contemporary meaning.

.

I drew from Virginia DeJohn Anderson’s Creatures of Empire: How  
Domestic Animals Transformed Early America [Oxford, 2004], Jill Lepore’s 
The Name of War: King Philip’s War and the Origins of American Identity  
[Vintage, 1998], Jeremy Rifkin’s Beyond Beef: The Rise and Fall of the Cattle  
Culture [Plume, 1992] and Laurence Ivan Seidman’s Once in the Saddle:  
The Cowboy’s Frontier 1866-1896 [Knopf, 1973] in the writing of this  
poem.
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Kevin Holden

from IDENTITY

 yes it is true they walk in the purple flower

 yes it is true there is law

what omnicoron
no number therein
cubes fallen out
a man in a storm
it
doesn’t mean anything
by itself 

meteoric one quartz that
sheer cliff not a heart
attack love under glass
heat brown not that
a black bird a boy a
black & blue flower in a
little broken face
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happy broken chair &
crimp & bit & white

your locks your hair

happy I think his crotch &
white paint on his sweatshirt

you scrub you laugh you run
you tarry you write you
regurgitate you wander aimlessly
you order you operate

calcium acid

if a boy in the street

if a boy in the street
if the door would not close
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_________

a plane up through the chalk
not better but different
and through 

_________ 

this is because there are things that cannot be said precisely

_________ 

does this need to be said
or it does

& this & so      THIS IS A LIMIT TO BE CROSSED
on

_________ 

blue calx

and cycling

_________ 

music all the way up
a brown ink
she leapt over some steps on the blue house
a black wagon

_________ 

something old & something new      there was a child living in a house 
of bones bleached by the sun      on the sun      yellow & white there
he was the only boy on this sun      drank it      he kept an animal 
& an animal hide      sometimes he would sleep with the animal

_________ 

one thing about bees is hexagons
another thing is yellow  
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_________ 

with most things you get one or two senses, with bees, at least four, the image, the sweetness of the 
honey, the sound of the flying, the sting

_________ 

he jerked off on the sun

_________ 

Carolingian     gold italics

_________ 

withering all the way it is
if
immateriality – scrap of
flowers or tin

_________ 

In Greece it was true that the sun could be so hot the people dug holes in the earth to escape its rays. It 
was also true that people were murdered over numbers. Such as .

Brownian motion is the random movement of particles suspended in a fluid or the mathematical model 
used to describe such movements. It is one of the simplest continuous-time stochastic processes. It is a 
theory of particles.

_________ 

these are statements of fact or being

if not more

_________ 

& so the irregular motion 
of coal dust particles on the surface of alcohol

_________ 

hello I said hello it
was amazing so clear
& so clean
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there were rocks & small plants

oh those rocks were shot through with quartz

there were two of us

we walked through corridors made of 
white & up & down white staircases

it gets 
so thin

there
was a blond boy in a glass church

filled the sky 

were white there
churches

it was not blue calx
after ribonucleic shit
under cathedral sun
tower a whole up 
cliff of aspen

alt squared

prism glint & Jeremy

fill the grass
with blue squares

a white pane

an art space

made of cement

a whole heap of immanence
shock white carrot flowers
hydroxy all blue broke Hegel
a bit of bioluminescent fi sh

the math or the grid
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flowers, baby, it is the math or the grid

_________ 

Thermopylae

52  /  a sunflower

this is Time Square
42nd st

so cold today

we are writing this down because they are acts & to grip something of the world

ribboning out numerical black ball hinder bald wandering sugar tie down to the bed tied up to a 
railroad tie splintered the heavier flowers

_________ 

architecture

it is not musical ice
it is frozen music

_________ 

silver “as soon as man thinks it, then you see it”

_________ 

do you find an arithmetical 
mean a ribbon of aspic in the 
sling dark dirt little body

we did some laundry
we fed the birds
we bought a bird & an enormous bird cage for the bird

it was as big as the room
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_________ 

With regard to the expression chemism for the relation of the difference of objectivity as it has presented 
itself, it may be further understood here as though this relation only exhibited itself  in that form of 
elemental nature to which the name chemism so called is strictly applied.  Even the meteorological 
relation must be regarded as a process whose parts have the nature more of  physical than chemical 
elements. In the animate world, the sex relation comes under this schema and it also constitutes the 
formal basis for the spiritual relations of love, friendship, and the like.
(Hegel)

_________ 

we done it done all straight through we done it done all straight through we done it all done through 
straight through all the way the broken mast the sea to fall & rise up all mould & fur

_________ 

we walk, encompassing the city, as if the city wer

_________ 

trucks soldiers
parallax birds

_________ 

there is a king inside

_________ 

he as if there & blue walking down the enormous stair in the room

_________ 

a ship there
covered in cloth
rhombus / wool flowers
yellow pyramid sun
no bird
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_________ 

complementarity
or in that part it is white flight
&
gold (the stuff)
warehouse           amusia            cube

_________ 

there is not sufficient pavement there

little plant & snow is full of voices

the photoelectric effect

_________ 

He says there is a limit that is internal; first there is a boundary that is outside & it is brought inside this
constitutes us

or an identity we cannot reach

a respiratory valve unlike that  & not bifurcated 

in / dreams 

_________ 

a can’t

a can’t emphasize

_________ 

it lies flat

as flat as on a bed
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_________ 

go all the way up the blue 
staircase into the shadow 
of whomever lives 
there the endless window 
the white chair

& there is no air in that room

_________ 

white balance

apex

_________ 

his death was not so that the others could appreciate their own lives

not so that they could come to a meaning & place

_________ 

this is not a film

you can’t see 
yourself

_________ 

it is happening through the aspens

_________ 

reels of fi lm projected through the trees

_________ 

if something appears

blue grid on a white page

_________ 

he dies so the others 
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_________ 

a slab of quartz in the snow

_________ 

by the sex 

go all the way wanted to see was the tall buildings today is blue if right gay is still young suicide & black 
shirt black flag palindrome walk fag into the tub it is there for you

the Arctic Circle birds

“to know the object is to see ourselves”

birds
birds 
birds

through lines / visible wires

a blank square that was a city in your dream maybe I’ll fall asleep & wake up there

a circle of winter in that city

steel & the ocean

knotted lichens & white mosses

his arms & hips

it gets so thin

_________ 

rhizomatic birch

a rib there

the floor an aluminum condensate

a dead dog / a spiral

a white dog / a birch
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_________ 

0 + 4 = 10 – (2 + 2 + 2)

that part would be simple they would have thought of that

think those dots are moving on their own

_________ 

in a far recess of the garden

_________ 

the sun

hiding the furniture

the sun

the entrance to its mansion

it is a place of infertile solitude
yellow as the sun & breaking
into triangles, pieces it is as 
bent as the sun & my secret 
brother 

substitute one letter for the other

the garden of mustard seed

breaking into light, a rhombus

I am everywhere & nowhere the oxen of the sun
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_________

I don’t know if this is 

so something like it

_________

that is, remember, then speak of the circle in which it continuously appears

_________

winter breathe almost cicada dream

_________

our grass white matted 
embossed or gold through
stream and very full
wild song standing therefore 
a white field above some were
more a mushroom dandelion phlox

_________

listen stone silver birch
broken root crushed can
in autumn the insect
always shore up against so
allium grit make him hard
to bend to have to skin

_________

in the pool
a tiny crab

_________

window       thunder
a bit of gold
under its legs the leather to geld

_________

silver rocks & threads
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_________

axes 

axes

_________

sunshine
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Hsiao-Shih (Raechel) Lee

rebound
(collaboration with Desmond Kon Zhicheng-Mingdé)

isn’t it true that we are spun into autumnal brilliances

isn’t it true burial is difficult with small clouds in our bodies

isn’t it true your wind lies about being soft-singular, a sculptor
(I would unfold this flower, this fire)

a periwinkle, a wink about the paper wasps, isn’t it true
sounds refracture at the lightest fetter

our together-sound allegorical

these flimsy voices lucent but trivial, isn’t this true perspective
(at the leaves’ collecting, we truly wondered)

meaning first, a window is a named separation, bisects 

meaning this, a picket fence is around the bend

isn’t it true there’s raking love in the lie, us fray spiral
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Hsiao-Shih (Raechel) Lee

(Con)sequential Moth

I can never write you as rain writes itself. My mother used to tell me I wasn’t graceful enough. Having 
too-sharp bones, I cannot step the same way – soft and quicksilver and round-footed. 

And this is how I know: when I opened the door this morning, the spider that never moves scampered 
to a corner in his web. I cut through a part of it with a twig to show that his fear wasn’t unfounded. 
There was a small moth right near where I made the hole, but I made sure it stayed on so the spider 
wouldn’t go hungry.

***
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Have you ever thought about the fact that the character for “moth” is made of “insect/worm” and “I”? 
The creator must have been the same soft-bodied, the same paper-winged.  

***
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“When I feel isolated the need to be any person arises
And eddies around me in oscillating spirals
This way of saying is not fi gurative
And I know that it eddies around me like a moth around a light
In it I see symptoms of weariness and am horrifi ed when I think it will fall” 

True or False

1. There are 165,000 known species of moths. 
2. Palillo is Portuguese for moth.
3. Though mute, moths have better hearing than most insects. 

Reading Comprehension

1. What does “oscillating” mean?
2. What does “figurative” mean? Please give three of your own examples of “fi gurative.”
3. Why might the author be “horrified” at a moth falling?

Further Considerations

1. How often do you experience “symptoms of weariness,” yourself? Please explain.
2. What else have you read by Fernando Pessoa?
3. Who is Fernando Pessoa?

***
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It rained last night right after S told me about monsoon season, and I am grateful that this rain, though 
sudden and urgent, clear and full-strataed, just washed and didn’t wash away. I imagined what S called 
“the most beautiful rain on earth”: so loud that it is white. 

Definitely not graceful. Rather, majestic, in it thousand-wasp syntax.

***
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Many moths live only long enough to lay eggs.

One woman dies each minute from child-birth. 

Moth. Moth-er.  

***
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Este camino
ya nadie lo recorre
salvo el crepusculo
– Basho

And moths. When everything is gone, you will still have moths. Part of twilight now.

Or twilight itself is a giant moth, eating away day. Garish, spectacular wings. 

***
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Light is scarce in the attic. 
Here, tiny larvae feed on mother’s old silks. 

Listen, this is what hunger sounds like:
small bodies dragging across
a bed of pleated skirts. 

***

Notes: The passage quoted by Fernando Pessoa is from his poem “Beyond Another Ocean,” translated 
by Chris Daniels, published in fascicle, issue one. The haiku by Basho is the epigraph to Julio Cortázar’s 
book, Salvo el crepúsculo.
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Karyna McGlynn

Her tube of brimstone in the back of a drawer

the years of her life that were dove sunk

with tiny affectations like the spelling of grey & blonde & every other colour

& enthusiasm slung low as a davenport

where 3 people in a 3-story condo stand locked in their separate vanity areas

who intercom mere shades of affection 

from floor to floor, the empty static sea of wall-to-wall hibiscus coloured carpet 

the years of her life that were but rent

exorbitant, reserved like the pool house bolted to the barbeque pit, the wet bar

& did she hear it? a death whiz just shy

of her ear, coiled tight inside the fist of a golf ball breaking the decorative window

in the lowest story which looked like

a basement, but merely held the house aloft, where it should have slid down

the shale into the valley below, eternal

green in the shadow of presiding spirits their limestone cathedral, O shelter me!
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Karyna McGlynn

Would it be a crime if I called you “Adam”?

hence, relegated you Alpha, Ur, primogenitary?

b/c yr hand was raised
…I thought you were volunteering

I was a snake, no, a rope on a dock
my body was coiled in yr salt cellar
I heard a lathe start spinning & said
okay, so this is my fate, then all the
rope caught fire & though you were
“salt of the earth,   salt of the earth”
& the water slapped the levy upside
my head, I couldn’t snuff a gd thing

in this tenor I’m leavened with my own funerary—  

I’m filled with the insistence
of yr genetic propagation, even wickless and without empathy

I signified in yr hand, in yr lamplight
“keep your electric eye on me babe…press your space face close to mine”
you were in the room, only in the room, were the only 1 in the room 
the long eyelids  w/ which you muted me dim on the lathe    

…….this senseless, earthly, droll and ill-fittingly right
wins out in the cholera light of yr room you go there, there
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Karyna McGlynn

Room No. V  

- - - - - - scrapings from the palette 
delicate skeins of paint - - - - - - - - 

litter this crime scene of modest gentility 

- - her blood leaflets
folded polka-dot what-not
with the cigarette perched
on the dresser’s marble lip

 - - several stressed hair pins, hangers - -
the cat, even the teacup of milk
makes cracks about rosettes, conked hair, secular humanism

she in the center of the storm – the bed’s own making
the reflection crowned with ‘x’s and ‘o’s of mahogany

- - what is this
blood daubed opera glove reaching down 
like opportunity
the shiny swell of her stomach, the gored 

floor, oh baby, wrong-side up jazz-age beauty, nothing doing
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Karyna McGlynn

Went to the furnace, you said I could come 

anytime I found you were admiring yourself in a 3-way mirror:

a small alligator in place of your heart… 

none of our doubles deformed 
or in any way related to the time

you took me for a ride on your motorcycle 
out where they were draining the swamp 

you said where the golf course would go, you won’t even know

what hit me?   again, your face

darkened like it did when we were kids, or on the way back 

when the truck comes off a side road 
I won’t see until it swerves 

even then I nodded and covered your alligator’s black eyes

to kiss for a moment they’ll say I killed you but you’d already 

snaked your arm 
around my waist like 

I always saw it coming & always played it 
straight up the road is where I get off you said “just get on the damned bike”
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Karyna McGlynn

Hole in the fence got gartered by god snakes

where I went through I was no longer than
a wholly inappropriate hemline we didn’t
use locks or the lost dalmation we named

lila for faithful one time walked in the gate
and took her loyalty twisted up like a joint

of morning glory gleaned past full day when
I went upthru the hole unthatched it I was
eliding the state land & downhill cemetery
unlatched the trees that knocked on boxes
fat rings rung with blood meal reinforced
with bone chips I climbed & scabbered in
my blue dress lodged my foot in a forked
I bared up the velvet nap of something

unnamable when my dalmation ribbed out
an eroded plaque in the crabgrass I looked
downthru a sieve of unfocusing air there
told him no you let me go now hounding
the garter snakes agreed my word just off

prospect street in pignut tree largesse
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                                                                                   Julie Reid

Commonly dreamed of dreams

of ripe apples on top of a tree.
apples on the ground.
red apples.

shaking them from trees.

scattering beads.
stringing them.

seeing cream served.
of a bed clean and white.

of bedbugs playing dead.
throwing a veil aside.

of fl ying over muddy water.
seeing the sun while flying.
to burn your hand.

burning your feet.
of fi ghting a fire.

ruins of your home after a fire.
riding on a fire engine.

see it rain on others.
see a downpour through a window.

of a roof that leaks.
falling while flying.

your limbs stretch just like rubber.

you can’t get dressed in time for a train.
you see the ruler of your country undressed.

you see flour on yourself.
trying to satisfy an epicure.

executing difficult but entrancing music.
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you swallow a pin.

a billy goat butts you.
drinking goat’s milk.

eating bananas.
to see them decaying.

entering the door of your childhood home.
attempting to close a door and it falls from its hinges.
something hanging above you and about to fall.

a long bridge, delapidated.
crossing one safely.

talking to a person through a pane of glass.
grasshoppers between you and the sun.

the wind blows your hat off.
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Julie Reid

long live marmalade

when all armchairs shall have crumbled into dust
and every typewriter is on the verge of extinction
on this globe,

when the newspapers have faded out from the cupboards
and no mariners charts survive
in portraits, or stone eggs
turn in nests,

then,

on a bit of a china plate shall be seated
a tiny jar of marmalade
preening its antennae in the worn out sun,

representing the sole survival of life
on this here earth,

marmalade,

the most persistent and melancholy
of all preserves.
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Julie Reid

periwinkle

i would move lemons for you

drag myself through broth for you

throw myself under training wheels

i would raise fireflies just outside the door for you i

i would  even throw myself 

into the reproductive arms of an octopus for you

and if you were still patient

i would love the clouds of afternoon with you

in the citrus trees with fig groves on my lips

and give them to you to sample

i would gaze into my own ear for you

burrow into a foxhole

pick multiwhite flowers hotter than stars

and i would give my chicken with the periwinkle ears

for you too but i would really really miss her.
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Julie Reid

pleasure of the text, or roland barthes meets the kama sutra

1. when one text sees the shadow of its subtext 
in the mirror, on a wall, or in the water, 
that text should kiss the shadow to show its feelings.

2. making love with two (or more) texts 
that are fond of each other is called group text. 

3. the most pleasurable text controls the senses 
as if they were horses in a different, yet parallel text.

4. reading with the body is an art 
which must be practiced gently 
and is particularly efficacious 
when the spine and ears of pages are nibbled. 

5. an electric current passes through the text, 
which is why people reading become radiant. 
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Julie Reid

dear creature of habit

would you be my own and call me you
in the follow and start of beside me
of loyal and woven, the stay
of your bookmark ears where
i left off reading

to sleep 
suspended in
an acoustic milk 
of the constant halo 
of your shedding undercoat 
and measured breathing

i’d like to bury my feet 
in your warm underarms forever
revel in your heartbeat against my instep
but when the sun comes up with a nasturtium
in its buttonhole, you always sigh until 
i rise and dress.
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Philip Sorenson

Ghazal Machine

The following “machine” can be used to create ghazals; a ghazal is a classical Persian poetic form. 

Before using the machine, writers should read a few ghazals. Examples by poet Aga Shahid Ali are 

available online. Below, too, are some machine-generated examples.

Ghazals are made up of couplets. Each couplet includes a “primary line” and a “line of refrain.” The  

primary line is the first line, and the line of refrain is the second. Each line of refrain ends with a  

rhyming word and a refrain word or phrase. The final couplet should include the user’s proper name. 

While there are more rules, dictating length and measure, restricting the form of the first couplet, and 

prohibiting enjambment, I’ve left those off. 

Lines of Refrain:

((α + χ + ξ) < 6) + ((P + Λ + Ω) < 6) 

((χ + P + article) < 4) + ((υ + γ) < 4) + ((& + Λ + Ω) < 6)

((P + article + γ) < 4) + ((article + υ + y) < 4) + ((χ + Λ + Ω) < 6)

((& + χ) < 4) + ((βγ) < 3) + ((α + χ + Λ + Ω) < 7)

Primary Lines:

((β + χ) < 4) + ((β + χ) < 4) + ((& + β + χ + article + γ) < 6)

((& + β + χ + article + γ) < 7) + ((& + ξ + χ) < 6)

((β + χ + P + α) < 6) + ((& + article + γ + ξ + χ) < 7)

((artic1e + γ + χ + P) < 5) + ((α + χ + article + γ) < 6) + ((& + χ) < 3) 

Penultimate or Ultimate Line:

((χ + P + article + υ + γ) < 7) + ((α1) < 2) + ((&+ χ + Λ + Ω) < 7)

The relationships are as follows: α, first person pronoun; α1, author-operator’s proper name; β, second-

person pronoun; χ, verb; ξ, adverb; P, preposition; υ, adjective; γ, noun; &, conjunction; Λ, rhyme; Ω, 

refrain.
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Lines may be ordered in any fashion except for the penultimate or ultimate line, which must appear in 

the final couplet, but its position in this stanza is dependent on the author-operator. Lines may be 

reused or recoded as many times as is deemed necessary. This is actually necessitated by the number of 

lines provided in the machine. Also, the penultimate or ultimate line may be replaced with any other 

line that contains the refrain, but, as per the form’s rules, must include the author-operator’s proper 

name.

The numbers following each bracketed relationship indicate the number of syllables allowed, which 

must remain relatively, if not entirely, consistent. Also, the author-operator should assume, although it is 

not noted above, that each syllable count is a suggestion. That is to say, that the author-operator should 

attempt to have the syllable count on each line within the range of 10 to 14 syllables. The appearance 

of any pronoun directly adjacent to a noun is assumed to be in the possessive. However, any instance of 

a pronoun in the code may be made possessive or plural if so desired by the author-operator. 

I have purposefully not indicated the parts of speech of either rhyme or refrain, in order to increase the  

author-operator’s input. However, I would argue that the program does suggest that the refrain is more 

easily a noun, but again, this is indefinite. Note also that there is not a single case where an article 

precedes the rhyme—I am allowing these to be inserted at the discretion of the author-operator. There 

is one example given of a preposition abutted against the rhyme. However, this should be taken only as 

suggestion: prepositions in this position may be either added or subtracted. Prepositions may also be 

added or subtracted from the position directly before the refrain.
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Example Ghazal A

You build; you work, but they burn the landfill 
in a month: the hollow bilge stored beneath Rockford, Illinois.

And you stalk an orchard and occasionally turn
and spit your seeds. I pace the reefs in Rockford, Illinois. 

You talk with me, but the trees simply wave.
I play discretely with grief, in Rockford, Illinois.

The ash whirls up. I grip the program and speak;
wilt with a black tongue and deceive Rockford, Illinois. 

You will eat. You will choke, and you will spill a plate.
Race from the tidal pool, Popeye, and cleave to Rockford, Illinois.

Example Ghazal B

He gulp-gulped. He swooned. And he was the goose
I picked violet-ly upon a bridge, with dusky limbs.

But he grew the river and quickly sank,
sang through the whispery reeds and a sin, with dusky limbs.

The river was in me, was the sin, and caught
and snagged his wing-sleeve. I am robbed of kin, with dusky limbs, 

through the wind. The river wind bled upon a ridge, with dusky limbs,
swanked through the porridge heart. O but sang up on a ledge, with dusky limbs.
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Philip Sorenson

Big Pine Lodge

A miter-headed salamander steals 
across the wall. Nightly, I dump ice
onto a scavenging bear,

and mornings we find the neighbor girl, our oboist, 
crouched among the sunflowers, 
her hands gripping two of their trunks.

“Where is he? Where is he?” 
She sobs and sobs and her sobs 
turn my heart into rags.
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Philip Sorenson

Divorce

For miles, saucers and guns wink from the mud 
and ditches, like kittens from cages

or voices rising to shrieks
masked by shattering plates.

Winter’s rouge fills the woods
in the breaks of black limbs.

Behind me the wind
snaps the oubliette shut.
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Philip Sorenson

Droopy

I’d never seen the sky so black
and full of silhouettes
squeezing in the window blinds;
the night was ocean eels.

Helicopters whirled above,
while I sat eating down below
under the spines of invisible things,
to small to ever feel.
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Philip Sorenson

L’il Anjil

I was the perfect child.
In water gushing from
the Colorado, blind
amoebas rolled over drums

empty and abandoned in a ditch.
Here bent in a yellow dress,
I pulled up fist by fist
a dozen albino asparagus. 
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Philip Sorenson

Robin Promenade 

Armies of tsarinas under mink 
bow and re-couple as dandelions dig 
among worms in their mines.

Fingers splay the polonaise
while animal drunks eat the apples
stacked behind the trumpet vine

and grosses of chandeliers 
lay beached on the grass, like ambergris 
from crystalline whales.
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Michelle Taransky

Adding up the columns, it’s like 

Like thinking of that bank 

As a shipwrecking 

Mutter stopped at varnish

When it isn’t.  Another poor 

Teller hiding in its doorframe 

Counting grains.  A bird’s

Eye maple you turned into

The pillars. 

Think about the number of us who think

We ate a part of a single Grand

Champion steer.  How it’s 

Sound is changing overseas.

You believe destruction

Is seen as an eye-scar 

When you could say Let the sum total

Rings be

Taken to 

Drown.  The teller has said that

Copying the county’s 

Bank murals to firing range size

Must work.  Master mistiming

It—    His revolver
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Painted to look like marble  

That started the trust, or 

Keeps blackbirds between

The mattress.  Muster the

Cross-

Eyed in line with

The crossed.  

Revenge 

Is the robber’s bride

Tied to tropes & clawing for 

Jade when you’ve been told this could

Only be about a woodland.
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Michelle Taransky

For Telling 

A horse voice is to fail

Careful start of a howl

History of divided holdings

Unsaid witness to half-lives

Masked trust—  A made bed it

Proceeds from the fold like

The third oldest view of plague

Then pretty-faced timeline 

My guided parade Come Observer

As if the heart-shaped would

Confess backwards gleams

Find promise not a traitor 
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Michelle Taransky

Bank Note

I haven’t figured out what

Way to say the accountable 

Parts out loud

It must always remain

More than we

Willed to spend it

In notes—    Notes keep

Losing their 

Value while my

Lies carry 

Along the vaulted

Ceilings we are telling you to wait to

Bury last year—    To liken the golden

Winged lions

Guarding the key to the safe where

We can’t help

But dream that barn is needed to be
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These days in need of

Help, all wilderness and forest are

Made from metal

Available for purchase

For a spell for will only

The will to balance

A regret

Like a claim

Working against

What happens when they all come to pay

Close attention to today since

Today there is the collecting

Water that falls from the cracks in the

Ceiling at its dividing line

Besides the praying

Mantis who holds me, counts me

As a part of the falling

Drops because there is no more tender

And in all of the credit she is owed 

What is on the line 

At stake in that note to the teller

Telling me to take the charge to place

Now in the burning plain
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Now an illogical marriage

Proposal and a miscarried

Agenda I will and will point to  

To not count

The miscarriage’s said 
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Michelle Taransky

Saving for a Purpose  

not to talk in defense

of the plain, I could have

bore the charge to

place in the safe folds and ill

flocks of fl ickers 

and if it storms

here then the way to carry

me will change— it’s 

the dominant patterns of the

barnstorming that dropped handbills

announcing a theft announcing when you

find it it will start again 

without knowing how to fence in 

was how we weather permitting 

measured a barn 

a windowless address 

put up to the shadow-maker 

because you said you

wanted to hold the shape we were in 

as possible as a future

pattern for covering the bank’s
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savings— and for saving, as we had 

trouble taking place
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Michelle Taransky

Dear, 

And her heard he

read thunder returned her heart

beat returned

but her hen

but her hen

heard the haunt there her

brethren traded need

there a tear at banter

a turn and tender

ended and entered 

near the untread near

an err-tree that had a there

there the reader

bred need

and a broken herd

that breather heard.
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Lesley Yalen

from EXPRESSWAY

I.

Like so many families, we left the inner city on thru ways,

odometer high on the Southern State  
 

It might have been night, the way we narrowly escaped anger,

 but it was fear

A technology drove us toward our station
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II.

Between 48 and 63, the Cross Bronx Expressway, whose six, twelve-foot lanes today see 145,000 
vehicles on a typical day, was laid.

Since the housing bubble burst, 

the homeless guys have been  asking for a little extra change.

I wonder why they cling to this scene, which shows

I clearly have never had a psycho knife my throat.

I commute.

And when I reach

 the house where I grew up

it smells like meals 

on shoes  

and pills.

In 1951, when my parents unwrapped it, the house smelled 20th Century clean.
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III.

The community   didn’t scare me  to the

surface I remained under

wraps. When I thought of the city 

it was far inside     and 

unpopulated. I remained quiet

judge of scenery from motorcade.  Though 

made much of, the uniformity of Levitt homes 

didn’t drain our morals.  

All forms are shallow and may become deeply

filled. This floor-plan, for instance,

  somehow separated us forever—
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IV.

I didn’t do well in the new community 

I heard an incessant tsk that wasn’t really there 

According to others who seemed to fit in with pleasure

How small I felt

How like myself a pebble carried out of the city in a shoe

Once, I failed to help a child

The first child fell from the sky I couldn’t accept it

The second child fell from a tree I was in the river

The third child was some kind of prodigy I can’t explain

The fourth was hungry But so was I and then what

The community asked how and cast me out

I was a child myself

I walked for a long time in some other area

I suckled myself

I think I was back in the city on a stoop

In a country of children

Who’d slipped through my fingers

I assigned each heartbreak a number and found the sum

And meditated awhile awaiting retaliation 

Until the fifth child who had been called up to the front
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Said, Round that up to the nearest thousand

And I got the feeling his voice was more like the 

Future.

When I returned, I was distrusted by those who had been around.

An hour from now is not the future, they said.

My father scrubbed my hands very hard

My mother met hunger with hunger.
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V.

We occupied our homes neutrally.

At seven, 

my wave must be read with a smaller meter than is current.

To look West of Nassau County was irrational

To ask where the war effort went was fascist 

The aunts make the gesture of renters at heart

Too much ashamed to feel guilt 
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VI.

On the way to a beach

A pothole and a flat

Put a damper on an optimistic Sunday.

The Uncles consult and curse Eisenhower

And the cousins dream of private enterprise.

We can change a tire, but it’s empirical 

When strategic roads become impassable

Civilization is shaky and we may

Be wrong about everything.
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VII.

Island Trees became a lyric 
Important for its
Tropics and distinct water
Borders

I took it in a locket
To the cemetery
So Bubbie could smell the coconut
We’d bought with her walk-up

Definitely, I saw her ghost
Disoriented, concerned, and angry
Where I’d breathe.
Everyone buried close had lived

Close
And married close.
I feared myself on a beach
With a man dark from her

I thought about it all the time.
I was scared of that man I made.
Island Trees was the name of this little place
Before Levitt came and added the town.
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